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Background
Emeritus is an honorary title and defined to mean: “one who is retired but retains an honorary title corresponding to that held immediately before retirement.”

The Emeritus title will be awarded to individuals who have:
- Retired in good standing from full-time service to the University; and
- Held the position of an academic rank for a faculty member, lab instructor, President or Chancellor immediately before retirement from the University for a minimum of five (5) years.

Procedure
1. After consultation with their department, the Department Head will submit the recommendation package to the Dean of Science. The recommendation must include the following:
   a) Memo recommending Emeritus status and rationale
   b) CV

2. The Dean’s Office will submit a supporting memo and the recommendation package to the office of the President.

3. The President’s Office will advise the individual and the Dean of Science on the disposition of the recommendation.

Terms of Reference
The honorary title Emeritus shall carry as basic privileges:
- The right to use the title Emeritus;
- The right to continue to hold a faculty identification card with all the rights and privileges pertaining hereto;
- Continued membership on Graduate Student committees where appropriate; and,
- Such other privileges as the University may from time to time grant.

Related Information
- U of R Policy: http://www.uregina.ca/policy/browse-policy/policy-EMP-105-010.html